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Welcome to the Unity Forums for the Learning and Certification of the Community Learning and Learning (You have to log in or sign up to respond here.) In this tutorial I'll explain how to add S'Lite features to the Unity app. I'll be using the latest stable version of the Unity game engine, namely, 2018.3.6f1. To enable the
Unity app, you'll need the S'Lite home library, which implements the S'Lite database engine, as well as a managed .NET library that works as a wrap for your home library and can be used in the Unity app. In addition, you'll need different libraries for a different build (such as x86 or x64). Fortunately, we can get all the
libraries out of . To get libraries, follow the steps below: Go to the download page Download Download Pre-completed Binary Files (NOT Mixed-Mode Libraries) for 64-bit Windows (.NET Framework 4.6) or simply click hereDownload pre-completed Binary Files (NOT Mixed Mode Libraries) for 32-bit Windows (.NET
Framework 4.6) or just click hereExtract both packages in separate catalogs Next we'll add libraries to the Unity app: Create a new Unity app. Create a folder called Plugins in the asset catalog. The Plugins catalog creates an x86 folder for 32-bit libraries, a x64 folder for 64-bit libraries, and a folder that is managed for
managed libraries. Next, drag and drop the System.Data.S'Lite.dll file from one of the packages you've retrieved (it doesn't matter if it's 32-bit or 64-bit) into the asset catalog/plugins/managed. NOTE: It may happen that Unity automatically adds the S'Lite file. Interop.dll in the asset directory. In this case, delete the S'Lite
file. Interop.dll from the asset catalog. Next, drag the S'Lite file. Interop.dll from the 64-bit package extracted into the Assets/Plugins/x64 catalog and a file of the same name from the 32-bit package extracted to the Assets/Plugins/x32 catalog. Now you have to have the following file structure in the project: Next, we need
to set up imported libraries: Choose S'Lite. Interop.dll in The Assets/Plugins/x64 In The Inspector Uncheck Any Platform panel; Choose an editor and standalone and select other available platforms. In the platform settings, select x86_x64 and don't control x86 As a result you should have settings like the image below
Repeat the same procedure for the S'Lite file. Interop.dll in asset catalog/Plugins/x86. The only exception is that in the platform settings you need to select x86 and x86_x64. The image below shows the configuration of the 32-bit library. Finally, set up a managed System.Data.S'Lite.dll library. In the Inspector panel, you
should select Any Platform and include Editor and Standalone platforms. Next, we're going to write some code to demonstrate the capabilities of S'Lite. Add an empty to the scene Create a new script in the asset catalog, call it DBConnector and its in GameObject you just created. Now double-click on the script to open it
in Visual Studio.Replace file content DBconnector.cs with UnityEngine; with System.Data.S'Lite; DBConnector Public Class : MonoBehaviour - Invalid Start () - Connection to S'LiteConnection - New Connection with S'LiteConnection (Data Source)F: 'mydb.db; Version 3;); Connection. Open (); S'LiteCommand team and
connection. CreateThe Team command.CommandType - System.Data.CommandType.Text; command.CommandText - CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'HIGHscores' (-'id' INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, - text NOT NULL, - INTEGER NOT NULL rating); Command. Run by DononKery Connection. Close The
aforementioned code opens a new connection to the F database with the name mydb.db (if the file does not exist, it will be created) and subsequently creates a new table with the name highscores and fields of ID, name and score. If you run the app in the Unity editor, everything will work just fine, and you'll find a newly
created database on section F (of course, if you have this section). However, if you build an app like a Standalone app (either a 32-bit or a 64-bit version), it won't work. The reason is that Unity will put its home library in the YourAppName/YourAppName_Data/Plugins catalog. The wrapper (managed library), however,
will look for a home library in the yourAppName/YourAppName_Data/Mono catalog, which does not really exist. So that your app works properly, create a YourAppName/YourAppame_Data/Mono catalog and copy the S'Lite file. Interop.dll from yourAppName/YourAppName_Data/Plugins. That's it! You can download the
source code here: hey, folks, I was looking to use S'Lite in my game, but I didn't like the existing options there, and it wasn't easy to set up from scratch. I have a step-by-step guide that guides you through it. Here's a snippet: S'Lite is one of the most popular options for lightweight databases, so it's a great candidate to
use in the Unity app when you want something a little more reliable than a structured text file (JSON, XML, YAML, etc.) or serial C objects. (It took me most of the week, trial, error and a bunch of outdated forum posts to figure out.) This article aims to save you from a headache. Why DIY? The Asset Store has paid
libraries and free resources on Github that advertise the fast and easy setting of S'Lite. And if you're looking fast and easy, this isn't the article for you. What I am proposing is a step-by-step process to do it yourself. Why? Security - if you import a .dll or .so file that someone else has collected and posted on the forum,
you can be 100% sure what code he he has This method uses libraries from only two reliable sources: Unity and S'Lite. Reliability - the fewer authors involved in writing code for your libraries, the fewer opportunities for error. This method uses code that is highly verified and common: there is no user code. Freedom - if
you use someone's pre-package solution, you're stuck with any version of S'Lite they choose to support, and when they decide to support it. This method gives you the freedom to know that you will never have to wait for a critical code patch. Coolness - doing it yourself makes you feel smart, and saves your cash for
some other interesting thing. Many browser tabs have died to bring you this information. 2 9 comments This is a simple step-by-step example of how to use S'Lite in Unity3d. You can find the full implementation here in the repository. S'Lite is a lightweight file-based database engine based on a public domain license. For
more information, click . This is a convenient way to implement a simple database in Unity. This is a very simple example of how to implement S'Lite in Unity3d. When you're looking for a free ready-to-use Unity3d plugin with LIN' support here: Implementation Step 1: Implemented S'Lite Library Download pre-completed
binaries from . In my case, I used pre-completed binaries for Windows (sqlite-dll-win64-x64-31800000.zip). Create a plug-in folder in the Unity3d project. Copy sqlite3.def files, sqlite3.dll from the mail archive to the plugins folder. A copy from the C Unity folder: Files Unity 2017.1.0b2'Editor'Data-Mono'lib'mono-2.0
mono.Data.SqliteClient.dll and System.Data.dll in the plug-in folder. Your plugins should look like this: Mono.Data.SqliteClient.dll sqlite3.def sqlite3.dll System.Data.dll Step 2: Scenario in Unity Here's a simple example of a C' script that creates a new table, adds data and read data sets. An example of a script that creates
a table, adds datasets, and reads them. Public void SimpleExampleScript () // Name db. dbName - URI'file:Example.db; Open the db connection. Open (); Create a sql team that creates a new table. with the help (var commands and connections. CreateCommand () - / Throw the table if we call this mathode earlier.
command.CommandText - DROP TABLE IF EXISTS highscore;; Command. Run by DononKery command.CommandText - CREATE TABLE HIGHscore (name VARCHAR (20), INT score); Command. Run by DononKery Create test datasets command.CommandText - INSERT INTO highscore (name, score) VALUES
('Ash', 9000); Command. Run by DononKery - insert in the record (name, score) values ('Evil Dead', 12064);; Command. Run by DononKery (); insert into high values (name, score) (chainsaw, 15,000); Command. Run by DononKery Read command.CommandText's datasets - choose from a hardcore desc rating order;
(IDataReader reader and team. ExecuteReader ()) - while (reader. Read)) Debug.Log (Name: Reader Name - TScore: Reader. Close (); Connect and Connect. Close (); Page 2 Allows you to read and write into a database from Unity. Works as a Unity editor and as a 64-bit Windows build. Based on step-by-step
instructions for any DIY programmers: Getting the required DLLs: Download the 64-bit sqlite Pre-copy of Windows Mono Copy.Sq. Data.dll from the Unity folder (e.g.: C: Unity Files, Editorial Data, Mono'lib-mono-2.0) Add all three DLLs to the Assets/Plug-in folder in the Unity project. Creating a database: Create a
database of choice (e.g. Add a database to the Assets/StreamingAssets folder working with the database (code example): Opening the database: conn - URI-file: - Application.streamingAssetsPath - / name; dbconn - new SqliteConnection (conn); dbconn. Open (); Start request: IDbCommand dbcmd and dbconn.
CreateThe Team dbcmd.CommandText - SELECT - From Table; Reader IDataReader and dbcmd. RunReader dbcmd. Recycling dbcmd - zero; Iterating the request (depending on your database, of course): while (reader. Read ()) - var id - reader. GetInt32(0); var value and reader. GetInt32(1); Debug.Log (ID - id
VALUE - value); Closing the database: dbconn. Close dbconn - zero; The DataBaseLoader class has a simple public interface for this functionality. Build: Set the API compatibility level in Unity Player settings on .NET 2.0 Install the Windows build architecture to build x86-64
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